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Abstract 
 
Introduction: The main purpose of this study was to extract global values of oxygen 
extraction fraction (OEF) and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) in healthy 
volunteers, using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) phase maps. The repeatability of the 
method was evaluated, and the age dependences of OEF and CMRO2 were analyzed. 
Material and methods: Phase data were acquired using a 3T MRI scanner with an 8-
channel head coil, and a total of 20 volunteers (10 male, 10 female, age 25-84 years) 
participated. Magnitude and phase data were acquired from each subject, on two different 
occasions separated by 7-20 days, using a 3D double gradient echo pulse sequence. The 
difference in magnetic susceptibility between venous blood and surrounding tissue was 
obtained for the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) and the vein of Galen, using MRI phase data, 
and estimates of OEF and CMRO2 were subsequently calculated. Results: OEF estimates 
were 0.40 0.11 for vein of Galen and 0.31 0.08 for the SSS, and CMRO2 was 159.8      
and 116.7 27.5               for the vein of Galen and the SSS, respectively. The 
method showed promising repeatability, with intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) of 0.95 
and 0.82 for OEF measured in the vein of Galen and the SSS, respectively, and similar 
repeatability for CMRO2. The estimates showed, however, relatively large spread between 
volunteers, with coefficients of variation (CoVs) of 0.25 and 0.26 for OEF measured in the 
vein of Galen and the SSS, respectively, and similar CoVs for CMRO2. Finally, CMRO2 
showed the anticipated relationship with age. Conclusion: Population mean values of OEF 
and CMRO2 were in good agreement with literature values, and the method delivered high 
repeatability, indicating stable measurements. The spread between different volunteers, 
however, was somewhat larger than expected. This may suggest that the method is sensitive 
towards measuring in different anatomical locations between volunteers. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
 
Magnetkameran används vanligen för att generera anatomiska bilder som används vid 
diagnostik av olika sjukdomstillstånd. Normala anatomiska bilder avspeglar 
magnetresonanssignalens (MR-signalens) magnitud, vilket är signalvektorns längd. Denna är 
proportionell mot bl.a. antalet vätekärnor i varje volymselement. Ett annat sätt att använda 
MR-signalen är att skapa en bild av signalvektorns fasvinkel, vilken är relaterad till hur 
snabbt vätekärnornas magnetiska moment roterar (precesserar) kring det externa 
magnetfältet i magnetkameran. Precessionsfrekvensen är proportionell mot det lokala 
magnetfältet i objektet och fasbilder kan därmed användas som kartor över hur magnetfältet 
varierar över objektet. 
Den magnetiska susceptibiliteten är ett mått på ett materials förmåga att bli magnetisterat av 
ett yttre magnetiskt fält, och denna egenskap varierar mellan syrerikt och syrefattigt blod. 
Följaktligen kommer arteriellt och venöst blod att ge upphov till olika lokala magnetfält och 
därmed ge olika fasskift. Syrefattigt blod innehåller deoxyhemoglobin, vilket är en molekyl 
som innehåller oparade elektroner. Ämnen med oparade elektroner kallas paramagnetiska 
och förstärker ett eventuellt externt magnetfält eftersom de oparade elektronerna beter sig 
som små magneter. Detta innebär att det lokala magnetfältet inuti en ven blir något högre än 
det externa magnetfältet. Syrerikt blod är, i likhet med normal vävnad, däremot svagt 
diamagnetiskt, vilket innebär att det skapas ett svagt motriktat magnetfält i dessa miljöer, 
som gör att det lokala magnetfältet blir lägre än det externa magnetfältet. Skillnaden i 
magnetfält mellan venöst blod och kringliggande vävnad kommer att bero på skillnaden i 
magnetisk susceptibilitet, vilket i sin tur beror på hur mycket syre det finns i det venösa 
blodet. Sjunker syrehalten i det venösa blodet så ökar det lokala magnetfältet. Detta gör att 
protonernas precessionsfrekvens ökar, vilket resulterar i en större fasvinkel under en given 
mättid. Genom att jämföra fasen i venöst blod med fasen i omkringliggande vävnad är det 
möjligt att beräkna motsvarande skillnad i magnetisk susceptibilitet. Från skillnaden i 
magnetisk susceptibilitet mellan venöst blod och omkringliggande vävnad kan sedan det 
venösa blodets syresättning beräknas. Om genomblödningen (perfusionen) i hjärnan är känd 
så är det möjligt att gå vidare med att, utifrån den venösa syresättningen, beräkna hjärnans 
syreförbrukning (s.k. syremetabolism). Om den venösa syrehalten mäts i ett kärl som 
dränerar hela hjärnan erhålls den globala metabolismen, d.v.s ett mått på hur mycket syre 
hela hjärnan förbrukar. Detta kan ge viktig klinisk information, eftersom metabolismen av 
syre är kopplad till vissa sjukdomstillstånd (t.ex. stroke och metaboliska sjukdomar) och 
hjärnans allmänna hälsa. Det finns andra metoder för att ta reda på den venösa 
syresättningen, men de är ofta invasiva eller innebär exponering för joniserande strålning, 
och det är därför önskvärt att kunna bedöma den venösa syresättningen med hjälp av MR-
avbildning. 
Den fasbaserade MR-metod som beskrivits ovan har, i denna studie, utvärderats med 
avseende på hur väl mätningarna kan upprepas, och absolutvärdena har jämförts med 
värden från andra studier. Metoden visade att mätningarna gav liknande resultat vid 
upprepade mätningar och absolutvärdena stämde väl överens med andra 
undersökningsmetoder, men relativt stor spridning observerades. 
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Abbreviations 
 
AIF Arterial input function 
ASL Arterial spin labeling 
CBF Cerebral blood flow 
CBV Cerebral blood volume 
CMRO2 Cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen 
CoV Coefficient of variation 
dHb Deoxyhemoglobin  
DSC Dynamic susceptibility contrast 
EPI Echo planar imaging 
FOV Field of view 
FA Flip angle 
GCS Glasgow coma scale 
GM Grey matter 
GRE Gradient echo 
Hct Hematocrit 
Hb Hemoglobin 
MEDI Morphology enabled dipole inversion 
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging 
MTT Mean transit time 
NIRS Near infrared spectroscopy 
OEF Oxygen extraction fraction 
PET Positron emission tomography 
PDF Projection onto dipole fields 
QSM Quantitative susceptibility mapping 
RF Radio frequency 
ROI Region of interest 
SENSE Sensitivity encoding 
SHARP Sophisticated harmonic artifact reduction for phase data 
SNR Signal to noise ratio 
TE Echo time 
TI Inversion time 
TR Repetition time 
WM White matter  
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1 Introduction 
 
During its passage through the microvasculature of the brain, the oxygenated arterial blood 
deposits a large fraction of its oxygen molecules and becomes deoxygenated. The blood is 
subsequently collected in major cerebral venous outflow vessels, for example, the internal 
jugular vein (v. jugligaris interna) and the superior sagittal sinus [1, 2]. By assessing the 
oxygen saturation level of the blood in major cerebral veins, one can estimate the global 
oxygen delivery and the global cerebral oxygen consumption [1, 3, 4]. Knowledge about the 
blood oxygen saturation, either globally (by measuring in the major outflow veins) or locally 
(by measuring in other, smaller, veins), is important when it comes to understanding the 
physiology of the brain, in diagnosing brain diseases and assessing the overall vitality and 
function of the brain [2, 4, 5]. It has, for example, been shown that the jugular venous oxygen 
saturation correlates with the Glasgow coma scale (GCS), which is a neurological scale to 
reliably assess the conscious state of a coma patient [5].  
Today, the most common clinical approach to acquire the oxygen saturation of the jugular 
venous blood is to acquire blood samples from the internal jugular vein bulb and then 
analyze them in vitro [1].This is done by invasively placing a catheter in the vein, a procedure 
that is associated with a certain risk of thrombosis (this may occur in as many as 40 % of the 
procedures), hematoma formation and infection and, in some rare cases, increased 
intracranial pressure. A non-invasive method for determining the cerebral oxygenation level 
is thus warranted and there are currently a few methods available, all with their own 
advantages and disadvantages: One method is near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [6], in 
which near-infrared light is emitted towards a region in the brain and the spectrum of the 
reflected light is analyzed to determine the cerebral oxygenation [1, 6]. The method allegedly 
measures the cortical and sub-cortical oxygenation in a region of the brain, but there are 
controversies about the limitations of the method [1, 7, 8]. Some argue that the uncertainty of 
the localization of the reflected signal is large and that there might be contributions to the 
signal from arteries and veins in the brain [1]. Lewis et al. [7] showed that there was no 
agreement between NIRS and jugular venous bulb oxiometry, and Tortoriello et al. [8] 
concluded that it may not be possible to use the regional oxygenation information from the 
NIRS method to predict absolute values of oxygen saturation in veins, but only to estimate 
trends in the venous oxygen saturation for individual patients [1, 7, 8]. In conclusion, NIRS 
seems to provide a cerebral oxygen saturation value that does not always reflect significant 
changes in the cerebral oxygenation detected with jugular venous bulb oximetry [7]. Another 
method is to assess the oxygenation of the cerebral veins and the CMRO2 using positron 
emission tomography (PET) [9, 10]. This method has, for example, been successful in 
regionally distinguishing viable from nonviable cerebral tissue. The low spatial and temporal 
resolution of the method is, however, problematic and another disadvantage of PET is that 
patients are exposed to ionizing radiation. 
Since a non-invasive and reliable technique for measuring the oxygenation of venous blood 
in the brain is in demand, it would be of great value to employ MRI for this purpose, and 
several MRI approaches have indeed been presented. For example, Wright et al. [11] 
measured the oxygen saturation level in large blood vessels by in vitro calibration of the 
relationship between the oxygen saturation of the blood and the T2-value of the blood for 
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conditions similar to the in vivo environment. With this method, they obtained reasonable 
values of oxygen saturation in blood vessels located in the mediastinum, although there were 
some difficulties in selecting appropriate calibration factors. In 1992, Weisskoff and Kiihne 
[12] developed a technique to measure the absolute magnetic susceptibility of a solution 
containing a paramagnetic agent by mapping the magnetic field perturbation by looking at 
phase difference images. In 2006, Fernández-Seara et al [1] developed a method (based on 
the phase approach used by Weisskoff and Kiihne), which is very similar to the one used in 
the present work, to determine oxygen saturation in the internal jugular vein in vivo by MRI 
susceptometry. The method was rather successful and did not require any calibration in vitro. 
In the present work, an MRI methodology for determining the venous oxygen saturation level 
in internal cerebral veins is described and evaluated, based on the fact that there is a 
difference in magnetic susceptibility between oxygenated blood and deoxygenated blood [1]. 
The difference in magnetic susceptibility leads to differences in the phase of the MRI signal 
between the arterial and the venous side [8]. Assuming that arterial blood is fully oxygenated, 
the measured difference in phase between venous blood and the surrounding tissue is 
converted to magnetic susceptibility and this provides the blood oxygen saturation, which in 
turn can be translated into information about the global uptake or extraction of oxygen in the 
brain [8]. The basic principle of the method is based on previous reports [1, 2, 4, 13, 14], but 
in the present study a more advanced method to deal with background phase shifts was 
implemented and the data also allowed for analysis of repeatability and age dependence. 
Furthermore, access to information about cerebral blood flow (CBF) in all volunteers enabled 
additional calculation and analysis of CMRO2 estimates. 
In summary, there is a need for non-invasive methods for determining oxygen extraction 
fraction (OEF) and CMRO2. The primary aim of this study was thus to further evaluate an 
MRI approach with the potential of providing these parameters. The basic methodology is to 
measure the phase of globally draining veins and their surrounding tissue by placing 
appropriate regions of interest (ROIs) in gradient echo (GRE) phase maps. The OEF can 
then be calculated through the relationship between the magnetic susceptibility of the blood 
and the difference between the phase value of the blood and the phase value of the 
surrounding tissue. Assessment of CRMRO2 further requires access to whole-brain CBF 
levels. The study included evaluation and development of methodological details, based on 
phase measurements on phantom structures with well-known susceptibility and geometry. 
The finally selected methodology of post-processing and analysis was thereafter evaluated 
by comparing obtained absolute in vivo estimates with literature values and by evaluating the 
repeatability of the method by using data from two separate measurements for each of the 
20 volunteers.  
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2 Theory 
2.1 Phase and magnetism 
2.1.1 A brief description of the MRI signal 
The signal produced in a typical medical MRI scanner originates from the nucleus of the 
hydrogen atom, i.e., the single proton. The proton has, like all elementary particles, a 
quantum mechanical property called spin, regarded to be a form of internal angular 
momentum. Classically, this property is often said to be analogous with the proton spinning 
around its own axis and, since the proton is a charged particle, it can thus be described as a 
magnetic dipole with a magnetic moment. When placed in an external magnetic field, the 
spins align parallel with or anti-parallel to the external field (or in linear combinations of the 
two spin orientations), and because the parallel orientation offers the lowest energy state for 
the protons, this energy state acquires the largest proton population, as described by a 
Boltzmann distribution. This creates a net magnetization in the direction of the external 
magnetic field. The magnetic moment vector, or the spin vector, of a single nucleus exhibits 
a rotating motion around the direction of the external magnetic field, called precession. This 
precession is always present, and the angular precession frequency,    of the spins 
depends on the external magnetic flux density,    according to the Larmor equation [15] 
            
 
where  is the gyromagnetic ratio with the value                     for protons. Resonance 
occurs when the spins are exposed to a radio-frequency (RF) pulse with the same frequency 
as the precession frequency of the protons. The individual spins can absorb the energy of 
the RF pulse and a shift in energy state occurs. This results in the net magnetization vector 
being rotated down to the plane perpendicular to the B0 direction (often referred to as the xy-
plane, where the z-direction is parallel with  ), while at the same time precessing with the 
Larmor frequency around the z-axis. The combination of these two types of rotation is often 
referred to as a nutational movement. This is, in simplified terms, the source of the MRI-
signal, i.e., a magnetization vector rotates in the xy-plane and induces an electrical current in 
a coil surrounding the object through the phenomenon of Faraday induction. The electrical 
current or voltage basically constitutes the MRI signal. 
The phase of the MR signal 
During an MRI scan, a spatially encoded signal is acquired from the object, and the signal 
component originating from each volume element (voxel) of the object can be identified in the 
image reconstruction. All these voxels (typically about       ) contain numerous protons 
and the signal from a single voxel is thus based on the net magnetization of all the spins 
inside the voxel, often represented as a vector in complex space. Since the signal is a vector 
(or a complex number), it will have both a magnitude and an orientation, which means that 
the MR image can be represented as either a magnitude image (the length of the vector 
gives the voxel value) or as a phase image (the angle between the vector and some axis, 
usually the x-axis, gives the voxel value). The phase, , in the rotating frame of reference 
can, in principle, be calculated through Equation 2: 
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where      is the magnetic field after subtraction of a magnetic reference field, Bref, set by 
the MRI scanner (usually equal to   ) at the location   and    is the echo time. To clarify, 
Equation 2 refers to the difference in phase between the phase of a given spin and the phase 
of the spin of a hydrogen nucleus in bulk water (provided that the frequency of these 
hydrogen nuclei has been set as the reference frequency). This gives the phase image, a 
map that is proportional to the precession rate at different locations in an object. Typical 
magnitude and phase images are displayed in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Typical magnitude image (to the left) and the corresponding phase image (to the right). 
To generate a phase map with reasonable contrast between different compartments, a 
gradient echo sequence with a TE as long as possible should be used. The TE can, 
however, not be too long due to aliasing-related problems and decreased signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) due to T2* relaxation [16]. The presented values of the phase are typically 
related to the phase of bulk water, which means that water is assigned a phase value of zero 
in the rotating frame of reference. The absolute value of the phase depends on how much 
faster or slower the spins of different compartments precess in the xy-plane compared to 
water or, in other words, which phase angle the spin has acquired when the sampling occurs, 
relative the spins of bulk water. 
2.1.2 Magnetic fields and magnetic susceptibility 
One material-dependent property that is quite relevant to phase mapping is the magnetic 
susceptibility,  , which determines the magnetization of an object placed in an external 
magnetic field [16], i.e., the magnetic susceptibility of a material describes how susceptible 
the material is to becoming magnetized by an external field. The reason for the importance of 
this property is that spin moments of the electrons generate dipole fields that contribute to 
the total magnetic field experienced by a single spin. Since the phase of the spins is related 
to the magnetic field via Equation 2, the magnetic susceptibility is of utter importance, as will 
be shown below. The magnetization,  , of a material thus depends on the magnetic 
susceptibility of the same material according to 
                
 
where the magnetic field strength,    , is a vector field. The H-field and the magnetic flux 
density,   , (both often referred to as the magnetic field) are linearly related to each other 
according to 
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where   is the permeability which, similar to the susceptibility, describes a materials ability to 
be magnetized. In vacuum, the permeability of free space,   , is used and Equation 4 can 
then be expressed as 
    
   
  
  
    
 
When considering the contribution to the magnetic field by the magnetization of the material, 
due to the spins of the electrons, Equation 5 can be rewritten as 
    
   
  
         
    
 
The relationships written above are important since they lead to the conclusion that the 
magnetic susceptibility and the magnetic permeability are related to each other. By 
combining Equation 3, Equation 4 and Equation 6, the relationship 
  
 
  
                    
    
 
appears, alongside with the relationship 
    
   
 
                 
    
 
This shows that the magnetic susceptibility of an object will affect the local magnetic field that 
the spins experience and thus affect the phase of the measured signal. Depending on the 
shape of the object and the orientation of the object relative the external magnetic field, the 
resulting magnetization will vary, which will be further discussed in the next section. 
Dia- and paramagnetism 
Molecules of different materials show different kinds of electron configurations. It is mainly 
the electron configuration that determines the magnetic properties of a material, since 
electrons can be described as magnetic dipoles and since the magnetic moment of the 
atomic nucleus is much smaller than the electron's magnetic moments (due to the inverse 
mass dependence of the gyromagnetic constant) [16]. Materials that have no unpaired 
electrons are called diamagnetic materials. These materials only exhibit a net magnetization 
when placed in an external magnetic field, since the even number of electrons lead to 
pairwise cancellation of the magnetic moments. When placed in an external magnetic field, 
the orbitals of the electrons experience a slight shift which generates a temporary net 
magnetic moment that results in a field anti-parallel to the external field. These materials 
have negative magnetic susceptibility since the internal field reduces the external field. 
Materials with an unpaired electron are called paramagnetic. These materials exhibit 
permanent magnetic moments that are usually randomly distributed within the boundaries of 
the material, resulting in an external net magnetic moment of zero. When placed in an 
external magnetic field, the majorities of the spins align with the field and enhances it, which 
corresponds to a positive magnetic susceptibility. 
2.1.3 The magnetization of a cylindrical object 
The following is a short description of the magnetic field inside, and outside, of a cylinder of 
some material enclosed in a background material, where the cylinder as well as the 
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background material are subjected to an external magnetic field. The deduction is divided 
into two parts, one with a macroscopic point of view and one where a microscopic sphere of 
influence is defined. A cylindrical object is chosen since it is assumed to approximate the 
shape of blood vessels. 
Macroscopic point of view 
As can be seen in Equation 8, the magnetization of an object immersed in an external 
magnetic field depends on the magnetic susceptibility of the object. In addition, the 
magnetization depends upon the shape on the object and the orientation relative the external 
magnetic field. For a thin and infinitely long cylinder, parallel with the external magnetic field, 
it can be shown that [16] 
        
   
  
  
    
 
If Equation 9 is combined with Equation 8, the magnetic field experienced by a single spin in 
the cylinder will be 
                   
 
The magnetic field outside the cylinder, if it is surrounded by vacuum, will be exactly equal to 
the external magnetic field when the cylinder is oriented parallel to the external field [16]. In 
other words, when a cylinder, parallel with the external magnetic field, with a given magnetic 
susceptibility is located in another material, with differing magnetic susceptibility, the cylinder 
will not affect the magnetic field in the surrounding material. This precise situation cannot be 
expected to occur everywhere when measuring in vivo, because there will almost always be 
an angle between the blood vessel and the external magnetic field.  
Equation 10 describes the magnetic field strength inside a cylinder placed in an external 
magnetic field and surrounded by free space. At this point, however, the quantity of interest 
is the change in local magnetic field strength that occurs due to the magnetic susceptibility   
of an inserted cylinder (i.e.        ). It can be shown that, when the angle   between 
the cylinder and the external field is taken into account, the experienced change in magnetic 
field strength, at a position inside the cylinder, is described by 
   
 
 
          
     
for     [16]. 
 
     
 
The Lorentz sphere 
The change in the magnetic field, described by Equation 11, is based on the assumption that 
a spin and its immediate molecular neighbors can be considered as an even distribution of 
magnetic field sources. This assumption is not entirely true and needs to be corrected by 
defining a sphere of influence around every spin, i.e., the so-called Lorentz sphere. This 
sphere is regarded to be large in microscopic terms but macroscopically small, meaning that 
it is larger than the intermolecular distance but much smaller than the cylinder. The local field 
experienced by a spin is lower than the field described by Equation 11, since there is a 
cancellation of the fields from neighboring molecules that surround the spin. An internal field, 
described by  
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must thus be incorporated into Equation 11 in order to get the correct change in the local 
field experienced by a spin in a cylinder surrounded by free space and placed in an external 
magnetic field [2, 16]. This means that Equation 11 changes to 
   
 
 
                
     
 
If the cylinder is enclosed in some background material, yet another Lorentz correction is 
necessary which gives the final expression for the magnetic field change experienced by a 
spin in a cylinder, with a given orientation relative an external field, immersed in some other 
material with the magnetic susceptibility     
   
  
 
               
 
 
           
     
 
where                is the difference between the susceptibility inside the cylinder and 
the background material [16]. The field change outside the cylinder, in the surrounding 
material, can in similar ways be shown to be 
   
       
    
                
 
 
         
     
 
where   and   are the cylindrical coordinates for describing a position,  , relative the cylinder 
and   is the radius of the cylinder (see Figure 2) [16]. In a region far away from the cylinder, 
Equation 15 is simplified as follows: 
   
 
 
        
     
 
 
 
Figure 2. The illustration depicts a cylinder oriented at an angle φ relative the external magnetic field B0, and the 
coordinates of the position P outside the cylinder (used in Equation 15). 
2.1.4 Phase, magnetic field change and magnetic susceptibility 
The sections above have demonstrated that there is a relationship between the difference in 
magnetic susceptibility (e.g., a difference between some object and water, or a difference 
between two other compartments) and the change in local magnetic field. Since the only 
information extracted from the images is the phase shift, a relationship between the phase, 
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the change in magnetic field and in magnetic susceptibility needs to be clarified. If there are 
no magnetic field gradients across the object and if the external field is perfectly 
homogenous, the only source of variation in the local magnetic field is due to local changes 
in magnetic susceptibility of the object. The relationship between phase,  , and the 
difference in the local magnetic field is then given by [1, 4, 16] 
                         
 
Equation 17 is, in principle, the same as Equation 2 except that    can be any difference in 
magnetic field and not just the difference relative the magnetic reference field,     . Since 
the actual meaning of the phase depends on which magnetic field difference one refers to, 
Equation 17 can be rewritten to avoid unnecessary confusion: 
                          
 
where   , for example, can be the phase difference between a given object and the 
background tissue, or the phase difference between the phase of the object and the phase of 
water experiencing only the external magnetic field. The magnetic field difference (i.e., 
between the magnetic field experienced by spin in a cylinder surrounded by some 
background material in an external magnetic field and the magnetic field experienced by a 
spin in the background material) is described by Equation 14 minus Equation 16 which, in 
combination with Equation 18, yields an expression for the relationship between Δχ and    
   
          
                  
  
 
     
 
Provided that    is available, Equation 19 will give the true difference in magnetic 
susceptibility between the cylinder and the background if there are no other perturbations to 
the magnetic field than the one originating from the difference in magnetic susceptibility. If 
the true susceptibility of the object is of interest,        , one has to add the susceptibility of 
the background material,    , which, in the in vivo case, is usually very similar to water [16] 
                     
 
2.1.5 Phase quantification 
Obviously, the theoretical phase of a cylinder-shaped compartment, containing a given 
material and surrounded by a background medium, can be calculated if the magnetic 
susceptibility is known. The magnetic field in the cylinder      will be 
                      
 
where       is the difference between the magnetic field in the cylinder,    , and the 
external magnetic field    and is described by Equation 14. The magnetic field in the 
background,    , will, in a similar manner, be 
                    
 
where      is the difference between the magnetic field in the background and the external 
magnetic field and is (at a point far away from the cylinder) described by Equation 16. The 
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reference magnetic field (corresponding to the resonance frequency) determined by the MRI 
scanner,    , is set to be 
                    
 
where       is the difference between the reference magnetic field,    , and the external 
magnetic field. Assuming that the MRI scanner sets the magnetic reference field to be the 
same as the magnetic field in the background medium,       will also be described by 
Equation 16. 
The measured phase is described by Equation 18, where, for a cylinder,    will be      
    . The theoretical phase in a cylinder-shaped compartment will thus be given by: 
     
  
 
                       
     
 
where    is the difference between the magnetic susceptibility in the cylinder,     , and the 
magnetic susceptibility of the background,    , and   is the angle between the cylinder and 
  . In the same manner, the phase of the background tissue can be shown to be zero. 
Solutions with different magnetic susceptibilities can be created, for example, by adding 
various amounts of gadolinium-based MRI contrast agents. The magnetic susceptibility of the 
solution is then linearly dependent on the concentration C of the contrast agent, i.e., 
                   
 
where        is the molar susceptibility of the contrast agent (given in ppm/M). 
2.2 Phase errors and phase image post-processing 
2.2.1 Errors in the measured phase 
Phase measurements are based on the fact that local field variations cause different spins to 
precess with different angular frequencies. These local field variations do not always result in 
only the desired effect (i.e., a net phase shift), but they can also cause image artifacts. 
Furthermore, local phase shifts originating from other sources than the ones under 
investigation may exist. The most important artifacts and problems in phase measurements 
are discussed below. 
Intravoxel depahsing and geometric distortion 
Two common artifacts are signal loss due to intravoxel dephasing and geometric distortion 
due to a change in the Larmor frequency which leads to signal mispositioning if the pulse-
sequence bandwidth is too low. As long as the magnetic field variations are not extreme, 
geometric distortion is not a problem when performing MR susceptometry with a reasonably 
high bandwidth per pixel (i.e., single shot echo-planar imaging sequences are normally not 
appropriate). Intravoxel dephasing arises due to the fact that different locations within a voxel 
show different phase shifts due to continuous variations of the magnetic field. This decreases 
the magnitude signal but leaves the net phase of the signal relatively unchanged. However, 
no phase can be identified if the signal is completely extinguished due to phase dispersion. 
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Aliasing 
Since the phase is an angle, measured in degrees or radians, aliasing occurs when the local 
magnetic field causes the signal vector to rotate more than –        during one   . If the 
true phase is lower than –  or higher than    an erroneous phase value will be measured. 
When the true phase, for example, is 190 the measured phase will be 10 and if the true 
phase is    the measured phase will be  . This phenomenon will be observed as so-called 
wraps in the phase image (see Figure 3), i.e., a position where the phase from one pixel to 
the next changes from a high value to a low (e.g., from        –  ). Since there is often a 
spatially varying magnetic field over the object, there will be wraps across the entire object in 
the phase image. These wraps make the original phase image unusable since the values are 
lower (or higher) than the true phase values across most parts of the object. This problem 
can be solved by performing some kind of unwrapping operation on the phase image. Since 
the wraps result in periodic phase variations over relatively large regions in space, a filter that 
removes low spatial frequencies can be used. Another example is to use a growing-region-
based algorithm that adds, or removes,    after encountering a phase wrap in the image. 
Aliasing can be handled by an unwrapping procedure in a post-processing step, but it can 
also, in principle, be avoided by using very short TEs. Worth noting is that the underlying 
effect of the field gradient is still there after the images have been unwrapped, meaning that 
further treatment is necessary (cf. section "Slowly varying background fields below"). 
 
Figure 3. Aliasing in raw phase images with different TEs (left 20 ms, right 40 ms). The figure shows how aliasing becomes 
more severe when a longer TE is used. 
Partial volume effects 
One important effect in phase mapping, as in many quantitative applications, is partial 
volume effects [4]. When the voxel size is large compared to, for example, a blood vessel of 
interest, some voxels may contain both tissue and blood. Since these two compartments 
have different magnetic susceptibility, the phase of the two compartments will also differ. The 
voxel value represents the net phase of the spins contained in the voxel, implying that the 
phase value of the voxel will not truthfully represent the phase of the vessel if tissue 
components are also included. The affected voxels often appear darker in the magnitude 
image due to dephasing, and this creates a ring-like pattern around the blood vessels [4]. 
This pattern works as an indicator: If such a pattern is visible in the magnitude images, partial 
volume effects are likely to be present, and these particular voxels can be avoided. The 
bright voxels in the middle of the vessel should be used instead.  
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Motion effects and non-linear relationship between the local magnetic field, phase and 
time 
Internal motion patterns as well as patient bulk movements that occur in the presence of a 
magnetic field gradient leads to a phase shift [15], an effect which, in some cases, may 
disturb the measured phase in connection with susceptibility measurements [16].  
Constant velocity blood flow through a readout gradient has been seen to cause a non-linear 
(i.e., quadratic) relationship between the local magnetic field, the phase and time during the 
period when the readout gradient is on [16]. This effect can be avoided by using flow 
compensation when acquiring the images. 
Transient fields 
During an MRI sequence gradients are turned on and off very rapidly. This induces transient 
magnetic fields, also known as eddy current effects [1, 4, 16]. The induced currents, in turn, 
induce magnetic fields that can have a very complicated effect on the spins. In modern MRI 
units, this effect is accounted for and is often negligible [4]. If transient fields are a problem, 
two acquisitions can be performed with different     but identical gradient structures. The 
difference between these acquisitions will be free of transient field effects. 
Time independent phase offset 
The effect of the RF pulse on the object will vary depending on the conductivity of the object 
[4, 16]. Since the phase of spins is dependent on the interaction with the RF field, this results 
in a time-independent phase offset,  , that varies spatially over the object. This means that 
the measured phase in reality will be 
                               
 
The phase offset can be eliminated by acquiring data with two TEs (TE1 and TE2) and using 
the subtracted image as the phase image. The effective TE of this image will be TE2-TE1. It 
has been shown that this offset rarely effects the phase if proper shimming of the magnetic 
field is applied [4, 16]. In this study, this phase offset is referred to as a phase bias. 
Slowly varying background fields 
Phase wraps are caused by the presence of a magnetic field gradient over the object. This 
gradient is often referred to as the background field, and it arises due to imperfect shimming 
and due to magnetic susceptibility sources outside the volume of interest [14]. In brain 
imaging, the background field is mainly caused by the air-tissue interfaces near the skull and 
it reaches deep into the brain. In other words, the background fields arise due to the 
presence of the object itself in the external magnetic field. This background field is 
categorized as slowly varying and has to be compensated for in order to extract true phase 
values. One can eliminate the effects of this gradient by applying a high-pass filter on the 
Fourier transform of the phase image (i.e., the same filter that can be used to remove the 
wraps as mentioned above). More sophisticated methods like projection onto dipole fields 
(PDF) can be applied, as further described below. 
2.2.2 Unwrapping and filtering by projection onto dipole fields (PDF) 
Most unwrapping methods do not eliminate phase variations related to the inherent source of 
the wraps. To eliminate these low background phase gradients, the PDF method can be 
applied [14]. In simplified terms, this method assumes that everything outside the brain 
volume consists of small magnetic dipoles, and the total field is projected onto the subspace 
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spanned by these magnetic dipoles. According to the Hilbert projection theorem, the resulting 
field will be the background field, provided that the local magnetic field is orthogonal to the 
background magnetic field. This assumption appears to be valid everywhere in the imaging 
volume except near the edges. Both the region in the phase image that contains the object of 
interest (the brain) and the region that is assumed to be the source of the background fields 
(i.e., everything outside the brain, to be approximated by magnetic dipoles) can be defined 
using an appropriate mask. The extracted background field is then subtracted from the total 
magnetic field, resulting in images only containing the local magnetic field. This method is 
assumed to produce images free from background field, with values that are reliable as long 
as measurements are performed far away from the edges of the mask. The post-processing 
process is illustrated in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. The figure illustrates how the raw phase image (to the left) is transformed into the unwrapped phase image (in 
the middle) by a region growth algorithm and then how the unwrapped phase image is turned into a post-processed 
phase image (to the right), free from background gradients, using a PDF-filter. 
2.3 Oxygen extraction and metabolism 
2.3.1 Oxygen saturation level and oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) 
The difference in behavior between dia- and paramagnetic materials, when placed in an 
external magnetic field, is exploited in the determination of oxygen saturation in venous blood 
using MRI. Blood can be approximated to contain plasma and red blood cells, where the 
plasma is very similar to water [16]. The red blood cells are responsible for oxygen 
transportation and they accomplish this by the incorporated protein hemoglobin (Hb), which 
carries the oxygen. To quantify the amount of red blood cells, the hematocrit (Hct) value is 
used, which is the fraction of the total blood volume that consists of red blood cells. Arterial 
blood carries considerably more oxygen than venous blood, implying that arterial blood has a 
higher degree of Hb with oxygen molecules attached to it (referred to as oxyhemoglobin, oxy-
Hb). The venous blood has about the same concentration of Hb but the fraction of oxy-Hb is 
much smaller. The venous blood instead contains a larger fraction of oxygen-free Hb 
molecules, called deoxyhemoglobin (dHb). The crucial difference between these two 
relatively complex molecules is that the oxy-Hb molecule has a complete molecular structure 
that shields the iron atom in the middle, thus having no unpaired electrons, whilst dHb has a 
"hole" in its molecular structure, thus failing to shield the iron molecule in the middle. In other 
words, oxy-Hb is a molecule with no unpaired electrons, which gives it diamagnetic 
properties, while dHb is a molecule with unpaired electrons resulting in paramagnetic 
properties. This means that arterial blood has a small negative magnetic susceptibility (much 
like the normal tissue of the body) while venous blood shows a positive magnetic 
susceptibility. Venous blood will increase the local magnetic field and, because of this, give a 
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higher phase shift according to Equation 2. The relationship between the difference in 
susceptibility between venous blood and its surroundings and the venous oxygen saturation 
level,  , is given by 
                         
 
where       is the difference in susceptibility between dHb and oxy-Hb and has previously 
been measured to be          ppm per unit      [1-4, 16].     is the hematocrit level which 
must be measured or found in the literature. A combination of Equation 19 and Equation 27 
yields 
         
                         
           
 
  
     
 
A rearrangement of Equation 28 gives the venous oxygen saturation: 
     
          
                             
  
 
     
 
When determining the oxygenation of blood, the difference in susceptibility between a 
venous vessel and the background tissue is of interest. This means that the phase difference 
in Equation 29 must represent the phase difference between a vessel (approximated as an 
infinitely long and thin cylinder) and the background tissue some distance away from the 
vessel. This, in turn, means that    used to deduct Equation 29 must be the difference 
between the magnetic field change that a spin experiences in the vessel (i.e., the local 
magnetic field compared to the external magnetic field) and the corresponding magnetic field 
change experienced by a spin in the surrounding tissue, at a position where the field is not 
influenced by the vessel.  
The oxygen extraction fraction, OEF, is given by [2, 3] 
    
     
  
    
     
 
where     and    are the oxygen saturation levels for arterial and venous blood, respectively. 
One does often approximate the arterial blood to be fully oxygenated which means that    
  and that 
                 
 
2.3.2 Cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) 
If the CMRO2 is moderately increased, due to local brain activation, more oxygen will be 
depleted in the tissue. One might expect this to result in lower oxygen saturation on the 
venous side, i.e., an increased OEF. However, in reality, the process is more complicated. 
When CMRO2 increases, the tissue is in need of more oxygen, and this demand can be met 
by increasing the OEF or by increasing the incoming oxygen supply by increased cerebral 
blood flow CBF. Hence, the CMRO2 can increase while the OEF level is maintained or even 
decreased, provided that CBF is increased, a phenomenon exploited, for example, in BOLD 
fMRI. Assessment of CMRO2 thus requires knowledge about the oxygen saturation level of a 
given vein but also about CBF. 
The CMRO2 is given by 
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where    is the oxygen concentration of the blood, calculated according to 
                             
 
where      is the concentration of Hb in the blood,   is the Hb-carrying capacity of oxygen 
and      is the mean corpuscular Hb concentration in red blood cells which describes the 
Hb concentration in a volume with packed red blood cells [3] [13]. Using Equations 29, 31, 32 
and 33, one can now obtain CMRO2 by measuring the phase in two ROIs, if the 
corresponding CBF is known. 
2.3.3 Perfusion measurement techniques 
Two common MRI methods, used to determine brain perfusion, are dynamic susceptibility 
contrast MRI (DSC-MRI) and arterial spin labeling (ASL). These two methods are briefly 
described below. 
Dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI (DSC-MRI) 
When determining CBF with the DSC-MRI method, one uses a fast echo-planar imaging 
(EPI) sequence to image the brain repeatedly, before, during and after injection of contrast 
agent [15]. First a baseline signal is established by repeated imaging of the brain, and then a 
bolus of gadolinium contrast agent is injected intravenously. The brain imaging continues, at 
a temporal resolution of approximately 1-2 seconds, for approximately 2-3 minutes, and a 
signal vs time curve is obtained, which reflects the passage of the bolus through the 
microvasculature of the brain. Since the bolus consists of a gadolinium contrast agent, 
causing local magnetic field disturbances, the signal will temporarily decrease during the 
bolus passage provided that T2*-weighted imaging is employed. The shape and maximal 
signal loss of the resulting signal curve will, simply put, be related to properties of the local 
microcirculation. After conversion to contrast agent concentration, deconvolution of the tissue 
concentration curve with the shape of the input bolus, known as the arterial input function 
(AIF), enables calculation of CBF. The AIF is normally measured in an appropriate brain-
feeding artery. 
Arterial spin labeling (ASL) 
There are several different ASL techniques available, but the simplified core of these 
techniques is that the protons of the arterial blood water are magnetically labelled before 
entering the imaging volume [15]. The labelling is usually accomplished by inversion of the 
arterial spins, and labelled spins are subsequently transported to the tissue of interest by the 
blood flow. Labelled spins reduce tissue magnetization in proportion to the local blood flow, 
and this is reflected by lower signal in the acquired image. By subtracting the labeled image 
from an image of the same region, but without inversion of arterial spins, one obtains a signal 
difference that is proportional to the CBF. 
DSC-MRI versus ASL 
ASL suffers from very low SNR in the signal difference image created by subtracting the 
labeled image from the non-labeled image. To overcome this, signal averaging is normally 
applied, and this tends to extend the imaging time. Another disadvantage is that the ASL 
technique only provides CBF and not cerebral blood volume (CBV) or mean transit time 
(MTT). Obvious advantages of ASL include total non-invasiveness, ability to conduct 
repeated measurements, lack of susceptibility artefacts, and possibility of removing signal 
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from larger vessels. DSC-MRI normally shows good     and contrast-to-noise ratio [15], but 
suffers from large-vessel hyperintensity, susceptibility artefacts and numerous problems 
related to absolute quantification (e.g., arterial partial-volume effects, arterial signal 
saturation and displacement at peak concentration and different T2* relaxivities in tissue and 
blood). 
Both DSC-MRI and ASL are associated with problems but these can partially be 
compensated for if the two techniques are combined [17]. ASL usually provides more reliable 
CBF values in regions with rapid inflow, for example, grey matter (GM), but tends to 
underestimate the CBF for areas with delayed flow, like in white matter (WM). Quantification 
of WM CBF using ASL is further complicated by low SNR. This means that ASL is not, by 
itself, a reliable method for estimating a global     value. DSC-MRI provides good relative 
CBF maps for both GM and WM, but shows numerous uncertainties with regard to the 
absolute CBF level (as mentioned above). One way to obtain improved estimates of the 
global CBF value is to find a calibration factor for DSC-MRI by taking the ratio of the GM     
value from ASL to the corresponding GM CBF value from DSC-MRI. This calibration factor 
can then be used to correct the entire DSC-MRI volume, including WM. Another way of 
improving the absolute CBF level in DSC-MRI is to rescale the AIF time integral with the 
concentration time integral of a carefully measured venous output function. The venous 
output function can, for example, be measured in a separate experiment, after administration 
of a prebolus of contrast agent [18]. Both these approaches for improved absolute CBF 
estimation were employed in the current study. 
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3 Material and methods 
 
3.1 Experiments 
3.1.1 Phantom measurements 
Initial studies of the repeatability of phase measurements were carried out in a phantom 
consisting of a cylindrical plastic container (diameter 11 cm, length 16 cm) pierced by a 
plastic tube (diameter 1 cm). The cylindrical container contained tap water while the plastic 
tube contained a solution of       gadolinium contrast agent (Dotarem, Guerbet). Inside 
the MRI unit, the cylindrical plastic container was placed with its long axis perpendicular to 
the main magnetic field so that the long axis of the contrast agent filled tube was oriented 
parallel with the external magnetic field lines. Phase imaging of the phantom was performed 
using the same pulse sequence and imaging settings as in the in vivo measurements (see 
2.1.2 below). Five consecutive scans were carried out, without repositioning of the phantom 
between the scans.  
3.1.2 In vivo measurements 
All experiments were performed on a 3 T MRI scanner with an 8-channel head coil (Philips 
Healthcare, The Netherlands). A total of 20 volunteers (10 males, 10 females, age 25-84 
years) participated after they all had given informed consent. The study was approved by the 
local ethics committee. Each subject was examined on two occasions (test-retest), separated 
by 7-20 days. 
For phase mapping, 3D double gradient echo images with first-order flow compensation were 
acquired using TEs of 20 ms and 40 ms. Magnitude as well as phase images were collected 
for 50 axial slices orthogonal to the external magnetic field, with spatial resolution 0.98 · 0.98 
· 1.15    , field of view (FOV) = 220  220     , repetition time (TR) = 45 ms, flip angle 
(FA) = 20°, bandwidth = 218 Hz/pixel. 
ASL and DSC-MRI were performed to obtain global CBF values using the following 
parameters. ASL: Segmented EPI (EPI-factor of 37), 16 axial slices, 30 repetitions, TE = 14 
ms, TR = 4000 ms, FA= 20°, sensitivity encoding (SENSE) factor = 2.3, label duration 1650 
ms, post label delay 1600 ms, label gap 20 mm and background suppression with inversion 
times (TIs) of 1710 and 2860 ms. DSC-MRI: Single shot gradient-echo (GRE) EPI, 0.1 
mmol/kg contrast agent (Dotarem) was injected at an injection rate of 5 mL/s, 20 axial slices, 
TE = 29 ms, FA = 60 °, SENSE factor = 2.5 and a temporal resolution of 1243 ms. A pre-
bolus administration approach for AIF rescaling was also employed, according to the study 
by Knutsson et al. [18].  
3.2 Data analysis 
Masks used for PDF filtering were created using the software ITK-SNAP (www.itksnap.org) 
[19]. The obtained phase images were unwrapped using a growing region algorithm which 
removed the wraps in the images by locating positions where the voxel values changed from 
   to –  or from –  to    and adding, or subtracting, 2  to the voxels contained in each 
region enclosed by wraps. The phase images were subsequently filtered using the PDF 
algorithm, utilizing software from the morphology enabled dipole inversion (MEDI) toolbox [8, 
14, 20]. Phase images with TE = 20 ms were used for the final phase analysis, since it was 
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noticed that the unwrapping algorithm failed in some regions (mainly vessels in the in vivo 
data) for phase images with TE = 40 ms. The phase images with TE = 20 ms showed no 
visual imperfections but they did contain a spatially varying time-independent bias, as 
mentioned in section 1.2.1. Theoretically, a bias map bias can be calculated as 
                             
 
where (TE20) and (TE40) are the phase maps with TE=20 ms and TE=40 ms, 
respectively. This method was successfully applied in the phantom measurements. However, 
the bias map for the in vivo measurements showed local problems due to wraps at TE = 40 
ms, but parts of the bias maps were useful. By measuring in the bias maps, the local bias 
was determined separately in the tube and in the background for the phantom data. A local 
bias could not be determined for the in vivo data. 
An alternative solution to the bias problem was to assume that the bias was spatially 
invariable, and to approximate the vessel as well as the background bias by a global bias 
value. The global bias value was determined by taking the mean value of the created bias 
map, only including voxels of the object (i.e., the tube and the surrounding water for the 
phantom case and the brain for the in vivo measurements). Since the unwrapping did not 
work everywhere, some extreme values occurred in the creation of the bias map for the in 
vivo measurements, and these values were categorized as outliers since they were 
introduced by the algorithm. To avoid inclusion of the outliers when assessing the global 
bias, a threshold was determined by observing the histograms of the bias images. Only 
values in the range median0.6 radians were used to calculate the mean value of the bias. 
By using this approach, global bias values were determined for both the phantom and the in 
vivo measurements. 
3.2.1 Post-processing of phantom data 
The phantom image stacks were visually inspected using well-established software for image 
display (ImageJ, 1.47v, Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, USA) to exclude the 
presence of remaining wraps in phase maps as well as in bias maps. By drawing a ROI in 
the tube of the phantom and then plotting the mean phase value of the ROI against the slice 
number, a phase profile could be generated, and this was used to locate the most stable 
region of the volume to be employed for measurement. Hence, as part of the methodological 
development, Figure 5 is provided here to illustrate how the slice mean phase value changes 
over the different slices, and that measurement near the edges of the volume should be 
avoided. 
 
Figure 5. Profile covering the slices of the tube in one of the phantom measurements, i.e mean ROI phase 
value (y-axis) of the phantom tube plotted as a function of the slice number (x-axis) . 
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By using MATLAB (version R2013b 8.2..0.701, The Mathworks Inc.), one small ROI (2-9 
voxels) was drawn in the center of the tube. The ROI placement is illustrated in Figure 6. The 
tube and background bias levels were determined in two different ways, i.e. (i) by drawing 
ROIs in the generated bias images and (ii) by calculating a global bias. The mean phase 
values of the ROIs were extracted and corrected with the two different bias estimates. 
 
Figure 6. Phase image of the phantom containing the tube (left) and a zoomed in view (the area inside the 
red square) of how the ROI was drawn in the tube (right). Note that white corresponds to 1.5 radians or 
more, and black corresponds to -1.5 radians or less.  
To test the repeatability of the method, phase differences between the tube and the 
background were calculated for all 5 repetitions of the measurement. Since the concentration 
of gadolinium in the tube of the phantom was known to be       and the molar 
susceptibility of gadolinium,       , is known to be    
   
 
 [21], the theoretical value of the 
phase in the tube could be calculated using Equations 24 and 25. By comparing the phase 
value of the tube for all 5 acquisitions the ability of the method to quantify the phase of an 
object with well-known susceptibility, as well as the repeatability, could be assessed. The 
repeatability was evaluated by calculating the coefficient of variation (CoV) and by visual 
inspection of the plots. 
3.2.2 Post-processing of in vivo data 
The image stacks were visually inspected to identify appropriate vessel positions for phase 
measurements. The selected vessels were normally the superior sagittal sinus and the vein 
of Galen, since these vessels were relatively easy to locate and they can both be assumed to 
represent global OEF. Furthermore, the ImageJ software was used to determine the 
orientation of the vessel relative the external magnetic field, see Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Illustration of how the angles between the vessels and the external magnetic field were 
assessed. By observing the vein of Galen (left image) and the superior sagittal sinus (right image) from 
three different directions the angles could be assessed.  
The bias for both the vessels and the background was assessed by using a global bias value 
(see section 1.2.1). For the phase measurements, four ROIs were manually drawn in each 
volunteer for each measurement. The ROIs were placed in the centre of each vessel (1-9 
voxels) and in the corresponding background tissue (100-150 voxels), at a few centimeters' 
distance from the respective vessel. When possible, only voxels in the centre of the blood 
vessel were selected, in order to avoid partial volume effects. Efforts were made to place the 
background ROIs in the same anatomical structures for both measurements for all 
volunteers, but this was not always feasible due to variations in head positioning and 
angulation. Mean ROI phase values were used in the subsequent calculations. The ROI 
placement is illustrated in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8. Illustration of how a typical background ROI (to the left) and vessel ROI (zoomed in view of the 
red square to the right) was placed in the in vivo phase images. Note that white/black represents a phase 
value of +/-1.5 radians or more in the left-hand image while white/black corresponds to a phase value of 
+/-3.0 radians or more in the right-hand image.  
Thereafter, the bias-corrected difference in phase between vessel and background tissues 
was calculated for each volunteer and each measurement. These phase differences were 
inserted into Equations 29 and 30 for calculation of OEF, using data from the vein of Galen 
as well as the superior sagittal sinus, assuming      and a Hct-value of 0.4 (the mean 
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value of men and women) [2, 13, 22]. A mean OEF value for the entire population was 
calculated for each vessel type. 
The corresponding CMRO2 estimates were calculated using all extracted OEF values using 
Equations 32 and 33, using a normal mean value of 34 g/dl as      [13, 22].    was set to 
          (the mean value of 36 healthy men) thus approximating that men and women 
have the same   -value [2, 13, 23]. CBF was determined from measurements by using pre-
bolus-corrected as well as ASL-calibrated DSC-MRI values. Mean CMRO2 values over the 
entire population were calculated for both vessels and for both CBF methods. ASL results 
were unavailable for three of the volunteers due to non-optimal labeling. 
The test-retest design also enabled assessment of the repeatability of the method in vivo for 
parameters based on phase values from the superior sagittal sinus as well as the vein of 
Galen. The age distribution of the volunteers also allowed for examination of the age 
dependence of OEF and CMRO2. The statistical methods used for assessment of 
repeatability were Bland-Altman plots and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) of version 
ICC(3,1), i.e., two-way mixed model, consistency, single measure. The spread was 
examined using CoV and Bland-Altman plots. Age dependences were visualized using 
linear-regression trendlines.  
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4 Results 
 
4.1 Phantom measurements 
Results from the phantom measurements are shown in Table 1 and Figure 9. Both the bias 
assessment methods show low CoVs, suggesting a small spread which indicates a high 
repeatability and a high precision. The phase value corrected with ROI-based bias showed 
the highest accuracy since it was closest to the theoretical value.  
Table 1. The mean phase value obtained using both ROI-based and global bias. The theoretical value is 
based on the infinitely long cylinder approximation. 
 Mean value [rad] Theoretical value [rad] CoV 
Phase, ROI-based bias                              
Phase, globaI bias                            
 
 
Figure 9. The phase values from the different measurements as well as the theoretical value calculated 
from the infinitely long cylinder approximation. 
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4.2 In vivo measurements 
The angle of the vein of Galen was close to 0  for all volunteers while the angle of the 
superior sagittal sinus differed between volunteers (ranging from 0 to 30 degrees). 
The summarized results from the in vivo measurements are shown in Table 2.  
Table 2. Population mean values of OEF and CMRO2, based on prebolus (P-B) as well as ASL-calibrated 
DSC-MRI CBF, with the corresponding statistical parameters for measurements in both the vein of Galen 
and the superior sagittal sinus. Note that CMRO2 values are expressed in two different units, to facilitate 
comparison with literature values. 
Vein of Galen 
 
 Mean±SD ICC(3,1) CoV 
OEF              
 
          
CMRO2 (P-B) (      )               
 
                       
          
CMRO2 (ASL)                        
 
                       
          
Superior sagittal sinus 
 
 Mean±SD ICC(3,1) CoV 
OEF               
 
          
CMRO2 (P-B)        )               
 
                       
          
CMRO2 (ASL)                        
 
                       
          
 
Table 2, Figure 10 and Figure 11 show that the spread in OEF amongst all the volunteers 
was about the same for the vein of Galen as for the superior sagittal sinus (i.e., similar 
CoVs). The repeatability was, however, higher when using the vein of Galen according to the 
ICCs. This is well visualized in Figure 11, where it is shown that the OEF differences 
between measurements, for the individual volunteers, were generally closer to zero for the 
vein of Galen. This is in agreement with the correspondingly higher ICC value. 
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Figure 10. Scatter plots of OEF values for the two measurement occasions (1 and 2) for all volunteers, 
using vein of Galen (left) and the superior sagittal sinus (right). 
  
Figure 11. Bland-Altman analysis of the OEF values obtained using vein of Galen (left) and the superior 
sagittal sinus (right) at measurement 1 and 2.  
Figure 12 shows the relationship between the measured OEF and the age of the volunteers 
for both of the vessels. Linear-regression trendlines have been added for clarity. By visual 
inspection, OEF seems to show a negative correlation with age for the vein of Galen. The 
OEF for the superior sagittal sinus shows a very small, almost negligible, increase with age. 
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Figure 12. Relationship between OEF and age for the vein of Galen (left) and the superior sagittal sinus 
(right). 
Compared with the OEF results, Table 2, Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15 show that the 
spread (in terms of CoV) increased, for both the vein of Galen and the superior sagittal sinus, 
when going from OEF to CMRO2 using prebolus-corrected DSC-MRI CBF. When CMRO2 
was calculated using OEF in combination with the ASL-calibrated DSC-MRI CBF, the CoV 
was, more or less, maintained. The vein of Galen provided, as for the OEF data, higher 
CMRO2 repeatability than the superior sagittal sinus. 
  
Figure 13. Scatter plots showing CMRO2 estimates obtained at the two different scanning occasions (1 
and 2) for phase measurements in the vein of Galen (left) and the superior sagittal sinus (right). Results 
from both CBF methods are displayed using different colors of the markers. 
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Figure 14. Bland-Altman analysis of the CMRO2 values obtained using prebolus-corrected DSC-MRI CBF 
using phase data from vein of Galen (left) and from the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) (right). 
 
Figure 15- Bland-Altman analysis of the CMRO2 values obtained using ASL-calibrated DSC-MRI CBF 
using phase data from vein of Galen (left) and from the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) (right). 
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the age depencence of CMRO2 estimated with prebolus-
corrected and ASL-calibrated DSC-MRI CBF, respectively. Linear-regression trendlines have 
been added for clarity. 
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Figure 16. Relationship between CMRO2 (obtained using prebolus-corrected DSC-MRI CBF) and age, for 
phase measurements in the vein of Galen (left) and the superior sagittal sinus (right). 
  
Figure 17. Relationship between CMRO2 (obtained using ASL-calibrated DSC-MRI CBF) and age, for phase 
measurements in the vein of Galen (left) and the superior sagittal sinus (right). 
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5 Discussion 
5.1 Phantom measurements 
The purpose of the phantom measurements was primarily to test the repeatability of the 
method in a well-defined geometry. Another reason was, before applying the phase 
measurements to the geometrically more complicated in vivo data, to determine the best way 
to assess the bias. This was done by comparing the absolute phase value resulting from the 
different bias assessment methods, and their corresponding repeatability, to a theoretical 
phase value. 
The resulting phantom phase images with TE = 40 did not show any residual aliasing effects 
due to the relatively low concentration of gadolinium in the tube. This made it possible to 
create a bias map without any regions where unwrapping had failed, which, in turn, meant 
that the bias could be assessed by both a ROI in the bias map and by creating a global bias. 
The results showed that bias assessment via a global bias and a ROI-based bias gave CoVs 
of 2 and 3 %, respectively. This suggests that, providing a perfect geometry satisfying the 
approximations of an infinitely long cylinder with a small radius, the phase measurements 
showed very good repeatability, regardless of the method used for assessing the bias. The 
results, however, also showed that the absolute phase value being closest to the theoretical 
phase value (        ) was achieved by assessing the bias with a ROI in the bias image 
(              ). This leads to the conclusion that a ROI-based bias is likely to be the 
method of choice when assessing the bias in vivo. 
Even though the ROI-based bias gave the best result (see Table 1 and Figure 9), the phase 
value was still lower than the theoretical phase. Potential reasons for the discrepancy may be 
related to uncertainties either in the theoretical value or in the experimental procedure. First, 
the true concentration of gadolinium in the tube might have differed slightly from the 
expected value, due to experimental uncertainties in the preparation of the phantom (e.g., 
dilution of contrast agent solution). The deviation should, however, be relatively small due to 
careful phantom construction. A parameter that affects the experimentally obtained phase 
value is the TE, and the true TE might differ slightly from the preset TE of the MRI scanner. 
The relationship between true phase in the tube and the theoretical phase will also depend 
on the validly of the assumption made in section 1.1.5, i.e., that the MRI scanner sets the 
magnetic reference field to be the same as the magnetic field in the background medium. 
The fact that the assumption about an infinitely long cylinder is not totally valid can also affect 
the results. Finally, the employed value of the molar susceptibility of the contrast agent is a 
general literature value for gadolinium, and slight variations may occur for different 
preparations of commercial gadolinium contrast agents. With this said, it is still very likely that 
the observed results were mainly caused by an overestimated and underestimated bias 
level, when using ROI-based bias and global bias, respectively. The positive result, however, 
is that 5 phase measurements showed good repeatability for both the bias assessment 
methods, and, using a ROI-based bias, the phase values did not differ substantially from a 
somewhat uncertain theoretical phase value. This indicated that the phase measurement 
was appropriate to use on in vivo data, especially since perfect phase quantification ability is 
not necessary when calculating the difference in phase between two compartments. The 
most important conclusions from the phantom measurements were that the method provided 
good repeatability and that a ROI-based bias estimation should be used. 
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5.2 In vivo measurements 
Since the phantom measurements suggested that the optimal way to assess the bias was to 
use a suitable ROI in the bias map, this was, of course, the preferred method. It was, 
however, not possible to adapt this approach to the in vivo data due to severe aliasing in the 
phase images with TE=40 ms (see section 4.3 for further discussion). The failed unwrapping 
made it extremely difficult to locate the vein of Galen in the bias map, in almost every 
volunteer, and the superior sagittal sinus suffered from severe aliasing. For a few volunteers, 
the vein of Galen could be identified and found to contain voxels not affected by aliasing. 
However, they were few in numbers and it was difficult to ensure whether these voxel values 
actually represented the bias of the vessel region, so the decision was made to calculate a 
global bias. The results of the phantom measurements suggested that the bias tends to be 
underestimated when using the global approach, and absolute values of OEF and CMRO2 
will be affected. Both the OEF and the CMRO2 values will be overestimated due to the 
underestimation of the bias, and, in retrospect, this could have been avoided by using shorter 
TEs when acquiring the data. 
The in vivo results showed that the overall spread in OEF between volunteers was about the 
same for measurements in the vein of Galen as for the superior sagittal sinus. Apart from 
expected variations related to biology and age, the spread was believed to mostly originate 
from the fact that measurements were conducted in different anatomical parts of the vessels 
with slight differences in geometry and vessel availability between volunteers, as well as 
difficulties in determining which voxels that represented the vessel. The exact choice of 
voxels to be included in the ROI had considerable impact on the resulting phase, probably 
due to partial volume effects, and this problem mainly affected measurements in volunteers 
where the vessel was barely visible. Some spread most certainly originated from differences 
in the anatomy of the volunteers; the infinitely long cylinder approximation might not be 
appropriate for all volunteers. According to [24], the ratio of the vessel length to the vessel 
diameter should be above 4. This ratio for the vein of Galen was between 2 and 3. 
Additionally, beyond the straight segment, the vessel bends and, for some volunteers, runs 
very close to straight segment and this might also effect the measured phase. For the SSS, 
the ratio was always larger than 4. The similarities in interindividual variation between 
vessels indicate that it was about as difficult to be consistent when measuring in the vein of 
Galen as in the superior sagittal sinus. 
Measured OEF values ranged from 0.2 to 0.7 while the expected spread, according to 
standard textbooks is in the range 0.3-0.45 [25]. The textbook range is not likely to represent 
absolute minimum to absolute maximum (but is more likely based on a mean value ± some 
statistical measure of variance), so the total spread of an actual experiment is probably 
expected to be somewhat higher than the textbook range presented above. It is still fair to 
conclude that the investigated MRI method returned an interindividual OEF variation that was 
slightly too high to be completely satisfying. With regard to absolute mean values of the 
population, this study resulted in 0.4 for vein of Galen and 0.31 for superior sagittal sinus, 
which is similar to those reported in the literature: 0.36 (other MRI method) [26], 0.36 (similar 
to this study, MRI method) [2], 0.3-0.45 (textbook values) and 0.39 (PET) [27]. This means 
that the method provided reasonable absolute OEF values. The vein of Galen returned 
somewhat higher values of OEF and CMRO2 than the superior sagittal sinus. A plausible 
reason for this is that the SSS showed some aliasing issues also at TE =20 ms images and 
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the fact that the PDF algorithm is not fully valid at the edges might also have contributed. 
Another fact to bear in mind is that the vein of Galen and the superior sagittal sinus do not 
drain the exact same parts, or percentage, of the brain. The results also showed that the 
overall OEF repeatability was high. It was, however, higher when using the vein of Galen 
compared with the superior sagittal sinus. Since the relative variation between the volunteers 
was about the same for both vessel types, some factor must have influenced measurements 
between the scanning occasions, for the individual volunteers, and this effect must have 
been more severe for the superior sagittal sinus. One reasonable explanation is that the PDF 
filter does not provide reliable values near the edges (as further discussed below), and this 
may have affected the repeatability of measurements in the superior sagittal sinus while 
leaving the spread rather stable. This can also be the reason for better agreement of OEF 
from the vein of Galen with OEF values from previous studies. 
The CMRO2 results basically reflect the OEF results with respect to repeatability and spread: 
The spread was relatively high for both the vein of Galen and the superior sagittal sinus, but 
not much larger than what can be expected from standard textbook values: 3 – 3.5      
                                    ). The obtained average spread in CMRO2 when 
measuring in the superior sagittal sinus (CoV = 0.39 (P-B), CoV = 0.24 (ASL)) is much larger 
than the average spread (CoV = 0.03) obtained by Jain et al .[2], using a method very similar 
to ours. This can perhaps be explained by the use of a much shorter TE (and ΔTE), which 
gave bias-free images and almost no aliasing. The repeatability was high for both vessels, 
but best for the vein of Galen. Both of the vessels also provided reasonable absolute values 
(3.23/3.84 (prebolus/ASL)             for the vein of Galen and 2.47/2.81 (prebolus/ASL) 
            for superior sagittal sinus), in agreement with the literature: 3.1           
    (or 127                ) (similar to this study, MRI method) [2] and 2.35 – 
3.84              (or                         ) (PET) [27]. Once again, the 
repeatability of SSS-based CMRO2 (ICC = 0.76 (P-B), ICC = 0.83 (ASL)) can be compared to 
the results of Jain et al.[2]. They obtained an ICC value of 0.94, which indicates a bit higher 
repeatability than the one obtained in this work. However, with respect to repeatability, no 
straightforward comparison can be made because Jain et al. only assessed short-term 
repeatability (i.e., only a couple of minutes between measurements), while the repeatability 
tested in the present study was long-term repeatability (i.e., days between measurements).  
Finding optimal vessels for phase measurements were crucial in this study. First of all, the 
vessel of choice should be draining the entire brain since global values of OEF and CMRO2 
were of interest. The vessels should ideally be oriented parallel with the external magnetic 
field and, if not, the angle between the vessel and the magnetic field should be easy to 
determine. Since calculations of OEF (and subsequently CMRO2) are based on the 
assumption that the vessels can be approximated as infinitely long cylinders with small 
diameters in relation to their lengths, the vessels should, ideally, share these characteristics 
as well. The vessels of choice also had to be easy to locate in the phase images (or at least 
in the magnitude images), otherwise no ROI could be placed. Yet another requirement, or at 
least a recommendation, is related to the PDF filter. The background field is only correctly 
assessed when the local magnetic field is orthogonal to the magnetic background field [14]. 
This has been shown to be true in the whole ROI, except near the edges of the ROI, and this 
edge effect was noted when creating the object masks. It was noted that the choice to 
include, or exclude, a single voxel could change the voxel values near the edges, after PDF 
filtering. This meant that a vessel of choice should, ideally, not be located near the edges of 
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the ROI, i.e. near the skull. All these requirements should, at least to some degree, be 
fulfilled for the vessels of choice. Two reasonable candidates available in the imaging volume 
were the superior sagittal sinus and the vein of Galen.  
The superior sagittal sinus did meet some of the requirements mentioned above, but not all: 
It drains the whole brain, its diameter is small in comparison to its length, it is oriented almost 
parallel with the external magnetic field (with some angle that is easy to determine) and it is 
very easy to locate in both the phase and the magnitude images. The requirement of being 
located far from edges was not clear when data were acquired, and this requirement is 
unfortunately not fulfilled by the superior sagittal sinus. The location close to edges, in 
combination with the bias assessment problem, is probably what caused the large spread of 
OEF and CMRO2 estimates when the phase was measured in the superior sagittal sinus. 
The component of the spread caused by the bias is, however, likely to be small since a 
global bias value was used, making the unsuitable position of the vessel the biggest issue. 
The vein of Galen met some of the requirements but had problems with the requirement of a 
cylindrical geometry, the angle relative the external field, and the requirement of being easily 
located for all volunteers. The vessel had, for most of the volunteers, a diameter that was 
relatively large compared with the length of the available segment of the vessel. As can be 
seen in Figure 7, the cylindrical approximation is not particularly accurate for the relevant part 
of the vein of Galen. The vessel also showed some degree of curvature in the adjacent 
slices, making it non-parallel with the external field. A material, with a different susceptibility 
than the background and not oriented parallel with the external magnetic field, will affect the 
phase outside the material, and the phase of the background ROI may thus have been 
influenced by the vessel itself, due to its orientation in the adjacent slices. Another problem 
was that the vessel was not optimally imaged for some of the volunteers, probably due to the 
shape of the vessel. As mentioned above, this resulted in phase measurements originating 
from different anatomical locations, with different geometries, between different volunteers, 
and a related problem was that, for some volunteers, only a few voxels were visible which 
resulted in an uncertainty of what the voxel really represented.  It was, however, fairly easy to 
measure at the same location for the two acquisitions of the individual volunteer, even if only 
a few voxels were visible. This is in agreement with the result of a relatively good 
repeatability but a large spread amongst volunteers. The vessel was also, for almost all 
volunteers, only visible in slices near the boundaries of the imaging volume. Figure 5 shows 
that this is not ideal, making this another source of uncertainty. 
Despite the above issues with the vein of Galen, it was still regarded to be a better candidate 
than the superior sagittal sinus with respect to reasonable OEF values with good 
repeatability. The superiority of the vein of Galen, compared to the superior sagittal sinus, is 
probably due to the large variations of phase values that occurred for masks of different 
sizes. These interface effects are hard to avoid, but they could perhaps be reduced by 
creating a neck support of some water-like material and including it in the ROI when 
performing the PDF filtering.  
As pointed out above, the repeatability was high but not perfect, not even for the vein of 
Galen. A large portion of the intraindividual variations is likely to originate from the execution 
of the experiments. Data were acquired as a part of a large data acquisition session, for 
several projects, and no extra effort was made to assure that the volunteers reproduced their 
position in the scanner when scanned the second time. The imaging volume was selected to 
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be the same during both scans, but for some volunteers the volumes were still quite different. 
The main reason for this was the desire to use slices orthogonal to the external magnetic 
field, which means that the slices could show different anatomical angulations the second 
time. This resulted in situations where it was difficult to place ROIs at the same anatomical 
locations for both acquisitions. The desire to use slices orthogonal to the external magnetic 
field makes it difficult to radically improve the image acquisitions, but there is certainly room 
for improvement. However, despite the problems with positioning of the volunteers the good 
repeatability shown in this study shows that it is not crucial to find exactly the same position 
of the ROIs used to extract values of OEF. It should also be noted that biological fluctuations 
in OEF over time may also have influenced the test-retest results to some extent. Examples 
of short-term biological effects, leading to cortical activation and increased oxygen 
metabolism, include stress/anxiety and excessive mental activity. However, such activation 
patterns are mostly regional and are unlikely to significantly influence the global value. 
Figure 12 illustrates the relationship between the OEF and the age of the volunteers, for both 
of the vessels. The findings reported above leads to the general conclusion that the vein of 
Galen is the better candidate of the two vessels, and conclusions about any potential age 
dependence should be drawn from the values originating from the vein of Galen. For this 
vessel a small decline with age is seen, which was not expected. The OEF was rather 
expected to increase with age to compensate for a lower CBF in order to maintain a constant 
(or only slightly decreasing) CMRO2 [28]. Most likely, the investigated population was too 
small to establish the expected relationship between the OEF/CMRO2 and age. The OEF 
using the superior sagittal sinus did, visually, show a very slight increase with age. The 
CMRO2 showed a small decline with age, which was expected. However, this study does 
probably not reflect a completely accurate relationship between CMRO2 and age, since the 
age dependence of OEF was inverted. With regard to the CBF data used, only the ASL-
calibrated CBF estimates showed an expected decrease with age (data not shown), and this, 
in combination with a smaller total CBF range, may indicate that the ASL-calibrated DSC-
MRI CBF values were more trustworthy than the prebolus-corrected DSC-MRI CBF values. 
Liu P. et al. [29] used a method very similar to ours, and showed a positive correlation 
between age and CMRO2 for neonates. This indicates that the method used in this study has 
the potential of establishing age dependences. 
Table 2, Figure 14 and Figure 15 show that the CMRO2 repeatability, as for OEF, was higher 
when using the vein of Galen for phase measurements. This is to be excepted since CMRO2 
is calculated on the basis of OEF, in combination with CBF. The CoV for CMRO2 was almost 
the same as for OEF, for the corresponding vessels, when ASL-calibrated DSC-MRI CBF 
was used. For prebolus-corrected DSC-MRI CBF, however, the CoV of CMRO2 increased by 
a factor of approximately 1.5 compared to OEF. This indicates that prebolus-corrected DSC-
MRI CBF introduced significant additional variation. ASL-calibrated DSC-MRI CBF values 
resulted in a higher absolute level of CMRO2 than the use of prebolus-corrected DSC-MRI 
CBF, but the CMRO2 was still in agreement with the literature, for both ASL-calibrated and 
prebolus-corrected DSC-MRI CBF. 
The results of the in vivo measurements imply that the method shows good repeatability and 
returns reasonable mean values, over all volunteers, for both OEF and CMRO2, in good 
agreement with values from other studies. This conclusion is generally valid for both vessel 
types, but the vein of Galen is still regarded to be superior. The method, however, struggles 
with large interindividual spread, for both OEF and CMRO2. Some spread amongst different 
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volunteers is, of course, expected due to differences in biology and age, but this cannot 
solely explain the measured variations. Some of the variability is probably inherent to the 
phase measurements of the MRI system, but the main part of the spread in vivo is most likely 
due to problems associated with the blood vessel of choice, or with the lack of ideal blood 
vessels in the imaging volume and in the assessment of the phase bias. 
5.3 Method characteristics and potential improvements 
A promising and more sophisticated way of determining the magnetic susceptibility is to 
perform quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM), a method in which measured phase data 
are used to calculate a map of the magnetic susceptibility for the whole image volume, 
independently of the geometry of the object structure [30-32]. However, the retrieval of 
magnetic susceptibility from phase data, for an arbitrary geometry, is an ill-posed inverse 
problem with no straightforward solution at this point. Hence, in this work, the magnetic 
susceptibility was determined locally, assuming a geometry where the blood vessels are 
shaped as cylinders oriented at a given angle relative the external magnetic field. 
The method being evaluated in this study uses functions from the MEDI-toolbox that were 
originally designed for data acquired with at least two short TEs, resulting in a difference 
image with a TE of TE2-TE1. Additional images with different TEs were supposed to be used 
in an extra unwrapping process. By doing this, any time independent phase bias will be 
eliminated and, because biases have been documented in these kinds of phase images due 
to spatially varying conductivity, this can be very important, although some investigators state 
that the phase bias is negligible [1, 4, 16]. 
Hence, it was not an optimal starting point to have a function package written for several 
short TEs, while having access to data for only two TEs, of which one caused the function 
package to fail with the unwrapping. Because of the aliasing in the resulting phase images 
with TE=40 ms, the resulting difference image (40 ms minus 20 ms) also contained aliasing, 
especially near the vessels of interest. The solution was to use the phase image with TE=20 
ms by itself, which meant that the extra unwrap of the MEDI-toolbox could not be used in this 
study, and that a phase bias would be present in all resulting phase images. Since the phase 
bias is expected to vary spatially, one cannot assume that the bias in the vessels is the same 
as in the background tissue, i.e., taking the difference in phase between the vessel and the 
background does not remove the bias. In other words, the data acquisition could definitely be 
improved and the reader should keep this in mind. 
The method evaluated in this study handles the background gradients mentioned in section 
2.2.1 by using PDF filtering. This can be regarded as a sophisticated method compared to, 
for example, the homodyne filter used by for example Shmueli et al. [32], where, simply put, 
a spatial high-pass filter is used to unwrap and remove large background phase variations at 
the same time. Another method to remove background phase gradients, proved to be much 
better than homodyne filtering, and to produce phase images with good contrast is the 
harmonic artifact reduction for phase data (SHARP) filter [33]. Sharp and PDF are two 
different filtering methods, and it is possible that the SHARP filter could provide results 
different from the results presented in this study.  
With improved data, as outlined above, the author’s opinion is that the method would have 
delivered even better results. The software was, as mentioned, written for phase data 
acquired with several short TEs, which would have completely eliminated the issue of 
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assessing the bias. However, the need of data acquired in a certain way, the need of good 
visualization of the vessel and very high demands on the vessel shape and geometry 
indicate that the method is challenging with regard to accuracy. It would be interesting to re-
perform the experiments with several short TEs and make an effort to position the volunteers 
the same way on the two different scanning occasions. Perhaps it would also be worthwhile 
to find better vessel candidates or to optimize the imaging of the vein of Galen. Finally, it 
would be interesting to compare these results, or results from improved data, with the 
corresponding results obtained by QSM. 
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6 Conclusions 
 
The method provided reasonable global absolute estimates, in accordance with the literature, 
for both OEF and CMRO2. Compared with previous studies, the interindividual spread was 
somewhat large, but the method showed good repeatability. Challenges included the 
occurrence of a phase bias and difficult anatomical and geometrical conditions, for which the 
required theoretical approximations might not have been fully valid. Most likely, the 
repeatability can be even further improved, and the spread be decreased, provided that the 
phase image acquisition is optimized and the vessels or vessel positions of choice are 
changed so that vessels represent global values and can be approximated as infinitely long 
cylinders. Finally, it would be of great interest to re-evaluate the method using several shorter 
TEs and to compare it with a QSM-based method (likely to show less geometrical 
dependence). Reliable quantitative susceptibility maps might constitute a first step towards 
creating 3D CMRO2 maps of the brain, containing both regional and global information. 
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